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owls with an unprecedented real estate
opportunity. In most cases, missing roof
soffits enable prospecting adults to easily
access attics and roof spaces.

Barn Owl owlet

Born in a barn…
In September 2004, Hurricane Ivan dealt a
catastrophic blow to Cayman’s birdlife, the
repercussions of which are still felt to this
day. However, as they say, “every cloud has
a silver lining”… and today it seems that
Barn owls Tyto alba may be benefiting from
the destruction left in Ivan’s wake.

Like all wild birds, Barn Owls are protected
in Cayman. This means that, once
established in a roof space, they cannot be
excluded until they have finished nesting.
Barn owls lay 3‐6 eggs. Incubation is about
one month. Once hatched, the chicks are
brooded for two weeks, and fed for a
further six. Barn Owls are captivating
creatures, however having a family share
your home is a recipe for all manner of
hissings, bad smells, and things going bump
in the night. With neighbours like these,
three moths can seem a long time to wait.
Owls are generally best appreciated from a
distance. Check the integrity of your roof,
and replace damaged soffits immediately.
If you still want to benefit from the
awesome spectacle and unmatchable
rodent‐control of Barn Owls on your
property, you might like to consider
constructing an owl box (see back page).

Hollow trees are the natural nesting sites
for Barn Owls, as their name suggests, the
Barn Owl has a propensity to adapt to
man‐made structures. The Barn owl enjoys
the widest distribution of any owl in the
world, and it is this adaptability to which
they likely owe their success. Barn Owls are
found on every continent, with the
exception of Antarctica.
In Cayman, buildings damaged and
abandoned since the storm have presented

Affordable
owl housing

Poached parrots…
With breeding season fast approaching, the
Department of Environment would like to
remind the public, that all wild birds are
protected in the Cayman Islands. Taking
and keeping wild birds is illegal. Offenders
face prosecution under the ‘Animals Law’.
Despite being protected since 1989,
Cayman Parrots continue to be taken from
the wild, to support a seemingly endless
demand for pets. Ground doves too, are
often taken.

Red‐footed Booby

Disappearing boobies…

If you want to keep a bird as a pet, the DoE
recommends you visit your local pet store.
They can offer friendly advice, and a
selection of legal species. Only buy from
reputable dealers ‐ those which offer the
best advice and keep their birds in the best
conditions.

Once estimated to support some 5000
breeding pairs (1997), recent observations
indicate an apparent fall in the numbers of
Red‐footed bobbies Sula sula nesting at the
Booby Ponds Nature Reserve, Little
Cayman. In response, the Department of
Environment has organised a full survey of
the colony.
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Working with the support of MRCU, staff
from the National Trust, the Blue Iguana
Recovery
Programme
(BIRP)
and
Boatswains Beach, and funding from RSPB
and the JNCC, the first round of intensive
ground transects is now complete. The
survey will be backed‐up by aerial
photography of the entire
colony ‐
scheduled for completion next month. It is
hoped that this combined approach will
enable an accurate estimation of the
number of breeding pairs.

Rescued from poachers: these chicks were
successfully returned to their nest by DoE

If you have questions about wild birds
contact www.DoE.ky, or check out our
online Virtual Bird Guide.
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Habitat for Cayman’s Only Native
Mammals
Lois Blumenthal
Director (volunteer) - Bat Conservation Programme, National Trust for the Cayman
Islands
Bats are the only native mammal in the
Cayman Islands. They play important
roles in the local environment, including
insect control, pollination and seed
dispersal but their roosting options have
been severely limited in recent years due
to the loss of natural forests and caves.
Bats can’t find enough places to live in our

dwindling natural habitats.

Velvety Free-tailed Bat (Molossus molosus)
Image: Anon

Open soffit vents on your house, are an invitation
to bats to move in. Image: Lois Blumenthal

Cayman’s most common bat species, the
Velvety Free-tailed Bat (Molossus
molosus) has found new “caves” they now
enter building roofs through missing soffit
vents and other small holes where they
hide by day and fly out to eat insects at
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night. Unfortunately however, roofdwelling bats are an annoyance to people.
Bats in roofs don’t damage buildings; they
don’t chew wires or make holes. They are
not rodents and never invade human food
stores. Bats here do not carry rabies. They
are highly beneficial native mammals and
eat night-flying crop and garden pests,
beetles, moths and, of course, mosquitoes.
However if left inside a roof space they
cause odors and should be removed.
Since 1993, when the Bat Conservation
Program began, hundreds of bat colonies
have been excluded from roofs using
humane, environmentally sound methods.
The object is to seal bats out, not seal
them in. Trapped bats can find their way
down into the rooms below – an
undesirable situation for people and bats.

Ernest Williams plugging holes under a zinc roof.
Image: Lois Blumenthal

Bats cannot make their own openings, but
they are very adept and finding the tiniest
existing holes. There are several approved
methods of bat exclusion, depending upon
the structure of the building. Special oneway doors can be installed to remove bats
safely and buildings can be bat-proofed
using approved construction techniques.
In 2009, forty-four colonies of Velvety
Free-tailed Bats were excluded from roof
spaces in Grand Cayman. An additional
twelve colonies are being monitored in
abandoned or Ivan-damaged buildings
where removal is impossible without
major renovations. New calls for help
come in to the program regularly as people
discover that a small roof opening has
allowed bats to access their building.

These bats were unable to re-enter the roof space,
once this bat excluder was fitted over an open vent.
Image: Lois Blumenthal
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Utilities Co Ltd (CUC) is key to the
achievements of the program. Ron’s
design, combined with CUC’s sturdy poles
has proved to be extremely successful on
Grand Cayman and the program has
grown exponentially. The utility poles are
ideal and can be placed conveniently
wherever needed to serve the needs of
people and bats. They are virtually
hurricane-proof. When Hurricane Ivan
struck, there were more than forty
occupied bat houses. All survived the
storm with bats safely inside. This drew
international attention to the Cayman
Islands and our program is now a model
for bat conservation projects throughout
the tropical world.

A Big-eared bat Macrotus waterhousii, carrying its
insect prey. Image: Merlin Tuttle
Bat Conservation International.

Some people are surprised to learn that
colony sizes here range between 80 and
400 individual bats, but because each one
eats thousands of bugs nightly, these
large colonies consume literally millions
of mosquitoes and other insects. They
provide gardeners and farmers with
ecologically safe crop protection and they
control forest insects as well, thus
protecting the health of native trees and
vegetation.
Getting the bats out of roofs is only half of
the work. New roosting sites must be
provided or bats will simply move to a
neighboring house and the problem will be
transferred to someone else. To alleviate
difficulties for homeowners and provide
alternative
homes
for bats. Bat
Conservation International developed and
tested a variety of bat house designs.
Using these designs as a starting point, Mr.
Ron Moser, a master carpenter and longtime animal advocate, modified the North
American model to be suitable for tropical
islands and to fit on utility poles. The
contribution of the poles by the Caribbean

CUC kindly erecting a bat house in an urban garden.
Image: Lois Blumenthal
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Occupancy rate on all bat houses since the
beginning of the program is about 75% but
we have learned a great deal about
placement over the years and the
percentage of successful bat houses is
climbing. Eight new bat houses are
expected to be occupied by the 2010
census and the rate should rise to well over
85%. Over forty of the bat houses have
bird-nesting boxes attached and twelve of
these have attracted nesting families of
West Indian Woodpeckers. Solitary West
Indian Woodpeckers also use the open
side cavities in some models for nightroosting.

By 2009 there were 79 bat houses in the
Cayman Islands (Fig. 1). Beginning on
Earth Day of that year, a dedicated team of
volunteers began counting bats at each bat
house at dusk during the nightly
emergence. Each volunteer can only count
at one location each evening. The bat
houses are distributed in all districts and
some are in remote locations. The count
took months to complete. It showed that
most bat houses are occupied and that they
are providing homes for over nine
thousand bats. This means that bats living
in bat houses consume between ten and
twenty million insects every night (exact
numbers would vary depending upon the
size of the different species of moths and
beetles that hatch at each time of year).
Mosquitoes, though very small, are a yearround source of food for bats, and captive
bats have been observed snatching them
from the air.

Many thanks are due to the tireless
volunteers who braved the mosquitoes to
help complete this important database of
bat house occupancy. The indefatigable
Jerry, Cathy and Jules Frazier were the
champion bat-counters for 2009 and Peter
and Judy Massie also counted a consider-

Figure 1. This map shows the locations (red dots) of all bat houses on Grand Cayman. For a link to the
Google-Earth map which includes data for each bat house and to zoom in on a particular location, visit
www.caymanwildlife.org . Imagery: courtesy of Cayman Islands Department of Environment.
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levels, height, access for installation
equipment, proximity to existing colonies
and the uses of nearby structures must all
be considered. Moving an installed bat
house is not easy so choosing the right
location is essential. A free consultation is
recommended, whether your bat house is
built privately or purchased. There is one
experimental bat house on Little Cayman
(courtesy of Southern Cross Club and Brac
Power & Light) but it is unoccupied thus
far. Some theorize that the Bluff provides
enough roosting habitat for Cayman Brac
bats, however there are occasional
incidences of roof bats on both Sister
Islands.

A typical cave habitat, Northside, Grand Cayman.
Image: Kristan D. Godbeer

able number of bats. These two families
along with more than a dozen other
volunteers from Cayman Wildlife Rescue
were key to completing the tallies.
Cayman’s bats don’t migrate or hibernate.
Bat houses here are occupied year-round
so maintenance must be kept to a
minimum. Only top-quality materials are
used because bat houses must be weatherproof, hurricane-proof and are expected to
last for 30 years or more. Bat house
construction is complex and experience
has shown that details are important. Free
plans are available for do-it-yourselfers
but correct construction and placement are
crucial for success. Shade, orientation,
wind intensity, vegetation, noise and light

Example of an installed bat house.
Image: Peggy Denton.

Education is an all-important component
of the Cayman Islands Bat Conservation
Program. Free information and resources
are provided by Cayman Wildlife
Connection including a PowerPoint slide
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show adaptable for schools. This
PowerPoint also explains program details
for use in other tropical countries. A
Cayman Islands Bats Study Guide
including user-ready teaching aids as well
as sample press releases can also be
downloaded. The site also features links to
press and media coverage, related
conservation groups, free bat house plans
and printable flyers and brochures for
local use as well as for international
modification. Free consulting is available
regarding specific situations, locally and
internationally, including student projects.
Information is also made available on the
National Trust website.
An on-line discussion group, Caribbeanbats@yahoo.com connects those interested in bat conservation throughout the
region. There is also a Facebook Group
called “Friends of Bats – Cayman Islands
and the Tropics”.

Caribbean Fruit bat pollinating a flower.
Image: Merlin Tuttle
Bat Conservation International.

There are nine species of bats in the
Cayman Islands and one endemic
subspecies found only on Grand Cayman.
Some Cayman Islands bats eat fruit or

drink flower nectar and others specialize
in specific types of insects. One of our
greatest challenges is providing and
maintaining enough bat houses for the
insect-eating bats. But an even greater
challenge is habitat conservation for the
six obligate forest and cave-dwelling
species that can’t use bat houses.
Preservation of the last remnants of natural
forests and cave systems is crucial to the
survival of Cayman Islands bats. The loss
of bats – a key native species - could have
unforeseen consequences in terms of
insect control, pollination and seeddispersal services currently performed by
bats. Since bats live in large vulnerable
colonies and females produce only one
pup per year, stresses on their population
and habitats can cause a steep and rapid

Caribbean Fruit bat feeding on wild fruit.
Image: Merlin Tuttle
Bat Conservation International
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values and supports a vital economy in
both the short term and the long term.
Acknowledgements
The Cayman Islands Bat Conservation Program
receives
important
support from Bat
Conservation International. Bat houses are built
by Ron Moser at The Machine Shop. Sharing
the successes and information gathered in this
one-of-a-kind program is facilitated by Cayman
Wildlife Connection and Cayman Wildlife
Rescue both donated by California WebWise
Web Design. In 2006 the Bat Conservation
Program was integrated with Cayman Wildlife
Rescue and both continue to operate under the
umbrella of the National Trust. A very special
note of appreciation is due to Alison Corbett
who coordinates volunteers and assists with all
aspects of the work. There are no paid staff. Key
volunteers include Tyler Corbett, John
Ferguson, Alan Horton, Amy Mayfield, Justine
Riseley, Mikaella Lacerda and Bill Mervyn.
For general inquiries, to request help with roofbat problems or to ask about putting up bat
houses write to info@caymanwildlife.org or call
the National Trust at 749-1121. If you find an
injured bat (or other wild native animal) call the
Wildlife Rescue Hotline at 917-BIRD.
Volunteers and donations (equipment, funding
and/or other resources) are always needed and
very welcome Regular monthly meetings are
held for Cayman Wildlife Rescue volunteers at
the National Trust Visitor Center.

Habitats such as the Lower Valley Forest provide
safe havens for bats. Image: Kristan D. Godbeer

decline in numbers. Severely reduced bat
populations take centuries to recover – if
at all.
2010 is the United Nations Year of
Biodiversity and the National Trust is
raising funds in hopes of purchasing
some of the last remnants of unspoiled
wildlife habitat. This will serve the
overlapping needs of bats, birds, reptiles
and all wildlife as well as unique
Cayman Islands endemic plants - and it
will benefit people too. Conservation of
biodiversity profits everyone even, those
who have no special interest in animals
or plants. Preserving a balanced ecosystem retains our islands’ beauty,
livability, tourism niche and real estate
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Mail Box

Letters should be addressed to:
‘Flicker’
Department of Environment
PO BOX 486
Cayman Islands
KY1 1106
Or Email: Kristan.Godbeer@gov.ky

indicating that they may use roofs or bat
houses here.

More on bats
Dear Editor,

Bat species are known to share roosts.
Another acoustic monitoring survey of the
55+ currently occupied bat houses could
tell us if T. brasiliensis and or E. fuscus are
using them along with M. molossus.

I was fascinated by Paul Watler’s research
on the foraging grounds of Cayman’s bats
in the last issue of Flicker. My focus has
been primarily on roosting habitat and his
data on feeding areas complements what I
know in interesting ways.

Mr. Watler’s first and last sentences bear
repeating here: “Bats on Grand Cayman
are threatened by the increasing pace of
development. Some bat species are able to
tolerate human activities and thrive in
modified habitat while others seem to be
relegated to unmodified natural areas.
…bats are vital to any ecological system
and play a pivotal role in maintaining a
healthy environment.”

Only Velvety Free-tailed Bats (M.
molossus) are known to use bat houses in
the Cayman Islands (see article on page 4
this issue of Flicker) Two other species
that Mr. Watler surveyed – E fuscus and T.
brasiliensis - use bat houses in other
countries.
The Caymanian subspecies of E. fuscus
has only been found roosting in caves in
unmodified natural areas – the same areas
where Mr. Watler’s survey shows them to
be feeding. Their disinclination to feed in
urbanized areas may be a reason they have
not been found so far in roofs or bat
houses. T. brasiliensis however, was
recorded to be feeding in urban areas

Bat houses alone will never be enough to
save our valuable native bats. The
protection of forest habitats is, and will,
always be vital to bats and all wildlife.
Lois Blumenthal
Grand Cayman
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State of the Worlds Birds 2010,
highlights threats to migrants

Caribbean’s
first
Western
Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve
Designated

BirdLife International, 15 Mar 2010

BirdLife International, 12 Mar 2010

The report concludes that many threats to
the environment, including climate
change, invasive species, habitat loss,
threaten many of the World’s migratory
birds.

"Good government–NGO collaboration
has enabled us to achieve some important
conservation and sustainable development
outcomes for this unique site that provides
essential ecological services to both
shorebirds and people", said Gabriel Lugo,
President of SOPI.

Read more

Brac Parrot Reserve South West

Read more

NatureNotes 19n79w 8 Mar 2010

Hugh O’Gara and Wallace Platts, explore
the South Western Parcel of the Brac
Parrot Reserve. In photos.
Read more

Wading birds, Lesser Yellowlegs Tringa flavipes.
Image: Kristan D. Godbeer

Puerto
Rican
Government
approves
twenty-five
wind
turbines for forest
Despite concern for endangered species,
the project is going ahead.
The Associated Press, 10 Mar 2010

Read more
Broadleaf Cordia sebestena var. caymanensis.
Image: Kristan D. Godbeer
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The National
Conservation Law

For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts;
even one thing befalleth them: as the one dieth, so dieth
the other; yea, they have all one breath; so that a man
hath no preeminence above a beast: for all is vanity.
KJV

-Ecclesiastes 3:19

Click to view the ‘Draft Conservation Law’

BACKYARD
PROJECT # 1

How to build a Barn owl box

For greatest success, boxes should be installed at least 15 feet above ground level.

For further information see RSPB.org.uk

